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PADUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 23,1907

VOL. 23, NUMBER 231

I NEW SALOONS REMAIN CLOSED HANDSOME DEPOT
THE LION IN
APOLOGY UNTIL LICENSE ARE GRANTED AT PRINCETON
AN

'GREAT BRITAIN MAY RECALL
GOVERNOR SWETTENHAM
TO AVOID BREACH.

WAR OFMCE CABLES
REGRETS TO ROOT

MAYOR YEISER DIRECTED LICENSE INSPECTOR GEO. LEHNARD TO WARRANT ANYONE TRYING TO OPEN BEFORE
THE LICENSE IS GRANTED BY THE GENERAL COUNCILEVERYBODY. IN ALL LINES, ARE PAYING UP RAPIDLY
THIS YEAR. AND THE DELINQUENTS WILL NOT BE LET
OFF, BUT FINED WHEN WARRANTS ARE ISSUED.
.
.
6
6646466.6.4

foot of rise to completely submerge
the river front trestle that begins at
the First and Jefferson street warehouse; and tams along the bank towards Sixth and Campbell streets.
This condition prevents freight cars
from now being brought around front
the Sixth and Campbell yards, over
the river front trestle and switch and
CONTRACTOR GEORGE KAT- onto First
THIS MORNING AT 3 O'CLOCK
street.
TERJOHN DO THE BRICK
Broken piling over at Brookport
WORK FOR STRUCTURE.
THE STREAM WAS CREEPprevented the boat from landing for
several days, and the rising river now
ING UP THE BANK.
makes it so the transfer can get over
these broken piles, and land at the
incline cradle.

RIVER NEARLY
42 FOOT HERE

BUILDING WILL COST
ABOUT $38,000

ESTIMATE RAISE
AT 2 PER CENT

-

4

4

COLD SNAP WILL
PREVENT MORE RAINS

License Inspector George Lehnhard if this should occur. The inspector
has been instructed by Mayor Yeiser finds. however, on investigation. that
to get a warrant for anyone who those new places to be opened are
HELPopens
a new saloon until after the closed and the doors shut waiting THE LOUISVILLE TRAIN DEEXTENDS THANKS FOR
LAYED ON ACCOUNT OF
license has. been granted by the city for the city boards to act on the liIN THE TIME OF DISSUBMERGED TRACKS.
legislative bodies. The first in thie cense application.
Memphis Flood Villat4ings Sent to the
TRESS.
)ear about half a dozen put in apish- • Inspetcor Lehnhard finds that all
•11
Lowlands Below—Around Terre
cations for licenses on which to opett lines of business in the city are paynew saloons at different point* of the ips their tgo7 license money into the The River is so High Here That the
Haute Streams Came Fear.
All of England Aroused by Undip- city, but these licenses have nevcr public treasury eery rapidly. Only
Transfer Boat Cannot Land at
the
before
to
go
lomatic Letter to Admiral Dalihave
Liquor Ikenees
been acted upon on account of the
Cradle at the Incline.
MR. ELI G. BOONE THINKS THE
vis and Press Scores It.
cense ordinance being incomplete, as legislative boards for approval. while
TOTAL INCREASE WILL
The river stood nearly forty-two
other
all
people
in
rcht,lt of the deadlock in the alder- all to be done by
BE ABOUT THAT,
money
to
pay
their
is
lines
of
business
any
atcicm
oepreventing
feet
early this morning at the gauge
manic body
Com ravtor George Ka t terjohn of
Washington, Jam 4.1.—The state de- tig tat-en on the ordinance 'mil the to the city treasurer and their license
and
was still creciiing up the bald,
(hip
city ha, been awarded the conwill be issued.
partment late this afternoon received aldermen elect their president
steadily,
while reports from above, on
All city licenses are due divine Jan- tend* of doing the -tirick work for the The Supervisors Are Now Working
Of course the old saloon' that ran
the foliose ing cablegram front Lonall
the
on
the
streams,
Showing
show that more water
i
the
Book
Personal
February
as
each
year,
of
uary
handsome new passenger depot to he
last year continue into this yes:.
don
Asaessinent for Taxes.
is coming and the afoot stage is a
they can not be compelled to slose penalty goes on. Heretofore people constructed at Princeton. Ky.. by the
-1.u.tdon. Jan. 24.—Plihti Root. Sec- ending action nit the licenses on ac- have been waiting until the last of Decertainty for this city. Things asIllinois Central railroad, and next
retary of State, Washington . Have count of the incomplete ordinance. cember hach year before paying their
%time a more serious condition as each
read itt newspapers this morning what The parties wanting to open new license money, the sum being gottea 3.4day morning he leave; fur that
Mr, Eli G. Boone of the city board
day
passes, but the river men believe
purports ic be a letter from governor place*. though, beginning this mond% out of them only after being warrant- eitl•-• with about twenty-five men to of supervisors yesterday said he did
mathe
present cold snap will prevent adof Jamaica. Can only say that on
will not he permitted to do so anti' ed for failure to pay up. When they Stag, off hi• part of the structura. not think the combined raises being
terials before sow I entertain, as re- aher the general hoard* grant the would pai• the warrant would be dis- Tlivf depot will be rim; of the tficest nia4 on all property in Paducah by ditional rains if the thermometer will
sponsible for troop. in island, feeling !license. If allowed to open now and missed. but the first of this year Judge in
is end of the state and the rail. the Ward would average over 1 per remain at a low point for several days.
-of deep gratitude to Americal admiral run until the licenses are settlel on David Cross announced that no inure .ostil people estimate it will cest tome- cent, as compared with the valuations
This will giviesthe present supply of
for generous assistance tendered at and then be refused. the parties hill of this nem. TI after the cm! of Jane- thief like $.01.0oo. The brick work fixed by the city assessor before the
his
license
paid
most critical time.
by Mr patterjohn will come to scale- books of the latter were turned titer water time to tam out to a large dehave had an opportunity to do invi- ary anyone has not
gees for hhatever that period prover and Inspector lehnhard gets a war- titing like $ts.000.
-HALDANE._
to the board of equalization to be re- gree.
A: Memphis.
The contract is let mit piece meal. viewed. and raises and decreases made
to be. but the city get no license mon- rant out for the delinquent, the latter
-Secretary of State for War."
.
Memphis. Tenn., Jan. 2J—After reTO this the following reply, was ey, because if the license is rejected will not be let off in the court simply one feast getting the brick work, an- wherever found justifiable. Of course
no colic-coon can be made of Seinsig by going to the treasurer and paying other the lumber and carpentering., the percentage of raise on many pieces maining about stationery for the past
sent., ,
For fear some wanting in up. but the judge intends to fine tee! The ridroad men have exca- of property will run, to. ts and 30 three days, the Mississippi river began
"WM' hingson. •Jan. 12 —Haldane money
Secretary of State for War, London: open new plates would try to do an bin', make the guilty pay the assess- vated for the foundation and placed per cent, but when the supervisor, to rise slowly here today. the•gainte
, The preeident greatly appreciates before action is taken on their li- ment and then also make him pay the heavy concrete base on which will get through and total the revised val- marking aao feet. Flood wanting*
your cordial telegram and is 'glad if cense application, the mayor directed original am''tint of the license and thc atand the foundat:on brick. They will uations he doe. not think they will have been issued to the inhabitant* 11
finieh the concrete work by the last amount to more than a per cent more the lowlands sbuth of here and every
the prossrnigy Of this country has the license inspector to get warrants penalty
this week, and Contractor Kat• than .he figures found by the super- precaution is being taken by levee
mask it poesible to be of the slightest
--=lemese
terjohn goes up to commence the visor,.
men to strengthen the structure* on
46410tatlet" to the stricken people of
bock work next Monday.
Yelitherday morning the board corn- the west side of the stream. Members
Jansa.ica in ibis crisis. If because of
The depot will be abour rto yards nenced canvass* the assessor's book of the St. Frantik)evee board ditc!ars
this pruaimity and pending the arrival
east •'if when* the present one now that contain-. the assessments of per- themselves prepared to handly the
of your own warships and transport,
stand& and it will he sometime dm- sonal property fur city tax purpose. sast volume of water that is sweeping
we can render any further aid what;rig iFfing before it is completed. The It will take until the last of this week southward from Cincinnati. lavoiliville
ever the president earneuly hopes you
neve structure will be for the pasien. to complete that book, when the sup- and Cairo
will call on him without heintatiint.
-•
•
gcropevice alone, while Os ruses*
We know how cheerfully you'noold
'
time iftwestilrynOrty
*Meals of the VOCIrTslamfely.tene
-render such aid to us were the car, SUPERINTENDENT KESSLER NOTIFYING THE MERCHANTS Priueetors depot is a poilfifigger and ow
ho,e assessments were rais- arrived at llopelield today to look
cunistances reversed
ed come before them and show what lifter this ir extensive terminal*. They
TO THIS EFFECT SO WATER WILL NOT BACK UP INTO THE freighi building combined
Since the Illinois Central bought cause they have to offer as to why report that a rise of three feet will se"BACON.
BASEMENTS AND DAMAGE. THE STOCK IN CASE THE
:Ur
Ten:teeter Central that gave it the inzrealie should not remain. The riously interfere with terminal base.
"Acting Secretary of State
PUMPING STATION MACHINES AT THIRD AND CLAY BEentrance
to Nashville and thereby board finished with the realty books
London. Jan. 1.1.—The threatened
Old river men predict a stage of
DURING
THE
DISARRANGED
HIGH
STAGE
OF
THE
COKE
(stressed an air line through Princeton Monday and having nothing before front Ao to to feet within the next two
breach of the friendly Waterloos heOHIO RIVER
to Chicago. Princeton has become of them now except those dotliments iveeks.
teeers the United States and Great
great importance from the railroading containing personal assessments.
Britain caused by the fence of Sir
Moving His Corn.
lots
standpoint, and the depot shows what
Alexander Swettenham, governor of
Captain Robert Owen yesterday
of I get it out during a breakdown.
In order not to let cellar
vast improvements are being made
Jamaica, requesting Rear Admiral Datook some empty barges over to his
merchants get damaged in case the , pate any trouble, but to safeguard the by the authorities to care for tle;
vis to withdraw his men and wartrip nu the 111inois bank oPeatifiehte
down
in
the
anything
unforeseen
give
people
agaitiat
iji
should
grawing value of the poise
ships from the harbor ot flit stricken machinery
here and removed the corn stored in
and Clay street pumping sta- this nature he has notified the merThird
city of Kingston will probably be
110111bIlfr
the
crib on aceount of the rapidly
city sanitary sewerage sys- chant, to move their goods front the
aw.icatrly settled by the British got. tion of the
Train Routs Late.
rising river getting eo high that it
tem. Superintendent Kebbler of the cellars to the upper Booth, where they
The passenger train due here at
"ernmenth recall oi the governor and
would have taken only a few more
city electric light plant yesterday be- will not' be reached by the water
o'clock yesterday morning front
apologa for his act
3'4.5
feet
for the water to eithmerge the
men
business
down
In
happen.
elionld
anything
notifying
Louisville did not get in until aft ii
.hlready Great Britain has practical- gan
corn. The captain had the Bettie
move front their cellars
The pipes leading from haeements
to
city
the
o'clock. being delayed several hours
ly apologized in a cablegram to SecreOwen took the barges over and
may be of buildings to sewer Maine are for by the Ohio river leaving its banks
tary Root, nhich carries indirectly and basement' what good,
WILL quickly the cribs were emptied.
OF
WORKS
damage being the. purpose of draining the rain wa- at We'd Point. just outside of Louis- BOARD
present
steePed
there.
to
censure for the offending Jamaican
The Obit, isaa eiverfloned all the
PROBABLY SELECT TUESwrought in Cale water backs from the ter that may. accumulate in the cellars %Ole, and leaving rubbish and refuse
official.
farmland across the river and vine
DAY AS TIME,
through the lateral pipes into the mains
mains
sewer
upon the tracks where the backwater
No Iratplanation as Yet.
creeping tip into the crib so fast it
machines
Electrical machinery operated twen- run over the rails. The over Wa‘
The colonial office is still without leading into cellar'. The
was ticces•ary to move the corn to
no
electrical
hut
smceptible
work properly,
ty-four hour', every day ie
about two feet over the rails, and a
explanation fenm Governor Swetten- may
prevent
it being soaked and ruined
fine, tip-to- to some breakdown, and the superin- light engine had to run through tie- The Aldermen Meet Tomorrow Night
ham of the situation which led to the motor, no matter of what
Inundated for Miles.
But
Nothing
Indicates
Break
of
pattern. or in what excellent con- tendent u-ants to be prepared for it. water and knock off the loge and
aithdrawal oi Rear Admiral Davis' date
Terre Haute, Ind.. Jan. 22.—The
Deadlock—Library Trustees.
on for five He will have men 'stationed at the rubbish that lodged, while the passenbe
depended
can
dition,
warships front Kingston on Saturday
break in.the Wabash river levee a
disarrang- pumping house day and night now ger train came along slowly behind
The siktice. although irritating to the minutes-, as it may become
:oath of thi% cicty near the 'vilmile
this
cause
part
and
constantly
some
minor
machines
going
end the
through the water, this state of af
government, is construed as a good ed in
Taylorville has widened from
lage
of
machines. Mull the river 'falls. Yesterday he fairs existing for many .milee. The
During the meeting of the board
sign that this much-regretted affair is a complete shut-down of all
feet
last night to several hunfifteen
the
afternoon
superintendent
water in the trains had to pick their way along of public works this
found twelve feet
This morning the
-capable of amicable adjustment and
ft./ today and the surrounding
dred
.
for
time
'hy
The
machines
and
rrohabilitie
,
are
that
Broadway.
pumping
ana
start
up
the
Mains
at
Third
will
slonly.
fearing
the
river may have
will not lead to any disturbance of
'sessions of this country for miles is inundated. The
the friendly relations between the and keep them going every bout of ophiation of the pumps several hours stashed some trackage and road bed Folding the weekly
,
to Tues- river ie still risks.
changed
will
be
public
body
Ohio
ricer
the
to
four
feet,
while
today
and
night
until
this
ohich
day
reduced
would
the
result in a disastrous
United States and Great/ Britain.
IBM
people
arc
homvlese
There
Wednesday afternoon. The
It is supposed that if Governor recedes to about thirty-five feet on the balance will be gotten out, and wreck if the break was run into at day front
and
Taylorville
villages,
of
the
from
for
Wednesday
met
cacti
board
has
which
empthrough
mains
any
great speed.
then the pumps keep the
Swettenham, hael.any reasonablf justi- the gauge. The valve
the past year or two, hut ae Member West Terre Ichtiteh.and. the majority
river tied as rapidly as the sewage and wato
the
pass-es
sewer
the
offall
fication fontf's extiaoinfinary letter to
George Langstaff has to attend meet- of them are in a pitiable plight.
• Boat Cannot Land at Cradle.
Rear :admiral Davis he would not de- when the stream is low will be dosed ter comes in from the buildings.
Driven how her TO41111 by the flood.
ings
. of his business associates two
notiThe
Ohio
pumped
today
finish
river
being
sewage
will
up
est
ail
Kebbler
and
this
morning
in placing his ifovernment iii poswonseevagent to the attic
Taylorville
A
and
month
every
out
of
Wednesdays
session of the facts, therefore his si- out 'by force through the other outlet fying the balance of the merchant, high. the transfer boat running behome
and Were alone nave
of
of
her
board
therefore
be
at
the
cannot
tween
here
mutt
Ffrookport
are
canhot
machines
iceilars.
good:
their
machinery.
Tin
with
in
lence is regarded aa a confession of by the
Her husband was
e.,-Child.
will
be
a
to
Tuesday
birth
gathering
works
trinsfer trains at all now. and for
.the underground
flu witakness of his ca
an evi- equal to keeping
conrescue. of flood
in
the
assist*
the
out
also
suits
cided
on
as
this
cacti
ontgoing
train
a
"dummy"
is
accumula(leiter of cotttpunCtioe
NO COURT.
haring mains' emptied of all the
htn from Union depot to the incline, henience of the two other members, victims.
apparatus
should
give
if
the
tiOns,
but
adopeed alt ittadvisabIC;ourse.
-and Secretary
down while the free is so high that Nothing for Judge Cross to Do Yes- where the passengers, mail and ex- President Wilhelm
Mks Thanks to Be ilent.
COMMANDERY.
Taylor.
are
transferred
press
from
this
land
be
could
not
valve
main
outlet
In this light the governor's tee- the
terday in His Court.
-•
coach
to
the
coaches
the
aboard
grain received late this afternoon ask- opened. this would leave in the mains
Large and Interesting Meeting Hell
Night.
Tomorrow
Aldermen
boat
which
then
goes
on
over
to
into
*the British government to convey the sewage and water emptied
Judge David Cross did not have any iltookport and the train
. by the Brethren.
The aldermen meet tomorrow night
sent on- its
to the government of the United them from every buil-d'ing inside the session of the police court yesterday
semi-monthly session, but
in
regular
why.
The
incoming
trains
-come
to
States the thanks of the nation for district, as there would he no way to morning. no arrests having been made Bo- akin-let. transfer the
Ihergely attended and interesting
passengers present indication do not point to
the American assistance rendered by
the preceding went)--four hours by horn coaches to boat, which comes a break of the dead-lock which has was 'the meeting of the Knights TemRear Admiral Davis assumes considThe superintendent does not antici- the police department. therefore there on over here, and then again trans- existed since the first of this year plar last afternoon liel'evening at the
erable importance and Foreign Secre- settled in the manner before men- were no warrants before the judge /ere the passengers, this time to the on acconnt of the four republicans. Fraternity building. -lodge room, as
Capt. John Cow4
.iiry Sir Edward Grey in forwarding tioned
for disposal.
t. in colnitoritie one-half of the body• d.nring the assembly
coach on land at this side.
was here front
inspector,
state
this message to Washington with'the
les,
No Excuse for Governor.
When the river is at a normal stage yet:ding to let anybody except one
and inspected the CCHTIMAilLottisville
thanks of the imperial government
prettielected
While the foreign office naturally
he
faith
UNDERTAKER MOVED.
political
their
of
there is a row of piling extending out
full uniform. The degrees
well expresses the feeling of the gov- is reluctant in the absence of fuller
from the cradle at the end of the dent. The four democrats will not &N.,' in
-ernment andithe nation on this sub- information to pass judgment on the Mt. Steve Pool Moved Establishment incline. While the boat is landing given in, while the republicans eon- were conferred, while at 6:30 o'clock
•.
Eastern St -Onclies served the
ject.
affair, officials of the foreign office do
Across the Street.
elle glides 'along these piling which tidue to stubbornly hold out. there, the
gentlemen with :She banquet in
remain
War Secretary Haldane on behalf ,not hesitate in agreeing that ttAder
will
t
hings
prospects
are
the
leads- her so she can get up to tile
of thrwaa deice took. a quite unlade] ilo'reince"reacble- Iletoiii esta nee< should' Proprietor Steve Pool of the Padu- lifeline cradle. Now- the stream is so in tihe condition indefinitely, and the the dining hall. rtia4 delicacies being
enneee *wahine indicative of the ex- such :I letter as Governor Swetten- cah Undertaktrig company of ao3 Og.h. that the water is nearly up tr public's business thereby brought to seh.-ett. The brethren did not finish
morning.
ceptional jrnportance of the occasion ham's to Rear Admiral Davis have South Third street is now engaged the batik end of the incline where no a etandetill. as nothing whatever can their work mild , this
h
across
establishment
organizes
by
body
his
the
moving
.
be
done
until
by addressing the dispatch to Secre- been written. and they declare that !in
pilitig exists, 'therefore the boat can
before they hold the annual election
tary Root. It will thus he seen that even the stress of recent events is no the street to acs5 South Third. It rot land, but slips alongside the in earning the president.
of officers. Tile terms of each-expire
get
the
days
to
practically all the ministers are adopt- excuse for such language on the part will take several
cline where the -passengers, baggage,
004, month and probabilities are evLibrary Trustees.
ing a highly apPreciative attitude to- of a government official to an offfieer stock and effects over, when his new etc., aro transferred from hank to tin
erybody will he re-elected to succeed
the
finlibrary
among
Carnegie
The trustees of
ward the United States and .it can not of a friendly nation engaged in a quarters will then be
boat and vica versa.
themselves.
,h
stat4.
the
February
of
portion
wait
until
this
to
est
in
decided
Lave
lie donbted thzt thehincident will be work of humanity. L
Tt will take only about one more
•

MOVE GOODS FROM THE
CELLARS OF BUILDINGS
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REHKOPF DRAFT SUIT
UP FOR TRIAL TODAY

. -•
,-..4.04004.04111111110111111110110.-

Organs
Out
of
Tune

THE AMERICAN-GERMAN NATI ONAL BANK SUES FOR $19,000
CLAIMED TO HAVE BEEN GOTTEN BY FALSE BILLS OF
SALE AND DRAFTS-JURY Y ESTERDAY GAVE MRS. E. E.
JACKSON JUDGMENT FOR $2 5 AGAINST THE POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY-VERDICT FOR DEFENSE IN LITIGATION OF HUNT AGAINST F LETCHER & FOREMAN.

Female Discord
that is, discord in a woman's organs or functions, is simply another
name for disease, but it expre-ses what perhaps you have never
thought of, and that is, the jangling irritation of your nerves, when your
organs are out of tune. Health is harmony. Every organ must do its
work; every function must be natural, otherwise you need

•
Lenihan. 54.34 for 1904;
There comes up for arial today in a-3-4-5;
Ellen
Kelley,
$8.05 for too4; Bettie
Amerthe
suit
courkth
of
e
the circuit
Sparks, $2.22 for too4-5: Rera Spurlin,
against
bank
Nationa
l
-Germa
n
ican
$23.21 for 1903; John Matthews, $18.77
E. Rehkopf & Son, John G. Rehkopf,
for 1904-5; Henry Goodin. $4.43 for
sensaquite
is
suit
The
$ln.000.
for
tional in nature, as it claims that the 1904; Willie Temple, $i i82 for 'ca*;
defendants made out bogus documents Fred N. Beyer, $18.61 for Kea; Marpretending to show they had sold tin Crahen. $3-47 for 1904; S. H. and
large bills of goods to certain ficti- Ella Davis. $8.05 for 19'4; M. D. Vantious people away from here, and develtle. $13.84 foit 1904; James P.
tune you up again, and bring harmcny int% your discordant
that then on these bogus bills of sale llolt, $24-30 for 1903; E. F. Logue,
system. Cardui does this
drafts would be drawn and the bank $33.27 for 1903; Mrs. Ann Raper, $4.22
in a natural manner, because it is a natural remedy, for
disease
s peculiar to women,
for
Igor;
Frank
Levin,
$10.92
banking
for
1904;
gotten to cash them. The
It acts directly on your organs, heals and cures them, regulate
WRITE US FREELY
Thomas
0.
Argust,
s
functions, helps to
the
$82.65
for
1901-4Po,
manner
this
in
that
claims
house
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling an your
make you well. Mrs. James Johnson, of Mt. Olive, Ark., writes:
I suffered great
000 was procured by the Messrs. 4-5: C. W. Warren. S49.35 for 1903-4;
truubles, and stating your age. We *Ill send you
pain in my head and back from female trouble, and could not slt up,
Rehkopi. The latter state that mak- Hal S. Daniels, $3.3.71 for 1903-5.
FRU ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a re/but one bottle of
liable 64-page Book on "Rome Treatment for Women."
Cardui brought me precious relief." Try it.
ing out of the bills of sale and drafts
Sues I. C. for $1,soo.
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department, The
was left to their secretary and bookChattanooga Medicine Co., chattanooga, Tenn.
Hopkinsville. Ky., Jan. 21.-Mrc.
keeper, Bruce M'. Philley, and that if
Myra
Gas
L
Daugher
ty
has
filed
suit
4at
any fictitious documents were issued
against the Illinois Central Railroad
they knew nothing of it.
The other actions docketed for trial company for $1,5oo damages for altoday are Clarence Greenlea vs. Bert leged personal injuries sustained Ilv
Gholson, Maggie Overstreet vs. Grand being thrown from her surrey. Slit
depot and say, 'We are booked for
Lodge of Ancient .Order o( United alleges that her horse became fright'ed badly.
church today, but we will go to tht
Workmen, A. J. Atchison vs. John D. by defendant's employes and ran off,
Doing Well.
city and have a nice ttme, but we don't
by defendant's employes and ran ofit,
McElya.
lifts. George Lebnhard continues
n
want
our
pastor to know it.' The
Greenlea was driving his horse on causing the accident. Her husband,
doing nicely at her private ward in
COME? reporttehr smiles
toth
and cpromises, and
Broadway near Ninth street during W. T. Daugherty, also sues for $15.
Riverside hospital, and will probably
ey go
be well enough to be moved next
Last November and claims that Choi- alleged damages to horse and se "These are only a very few of the
son drove his buggy up behind the hide.
week. She is the license inspectae's
many
excuses given to the Meissen
and
struck
Greenlea horse, which was
wife and aas operated uii tan days
painfully injured. Greenlea claims the PENNSYLVANIA DEFIES LAW. LARGE CROWDS COME FROM ger man as to why their name'shatiLl
ago.
be kept out of the paper on Sundays MR. JOHN SINNOTT IS OUT
accident was the fault of Gholson and
MAYFIELD
PADUCAH
BUT HAS TO WEAR
but remember on other days they have
Railroad Bletned for Wreck Because
tines the latter for $250 on account
CHICKENS' BILLS GLUED FAST
EACH SUNDAY.
GOGGLES
no
objectio
ns
to
their
name. appearStops Were Not Made.
the injuries sttatained by the dumb
ing in the paper.'
ilesatier Puts I - Busy Day Applybrute.
"It is a very wisked thing to deCanton. 0.. Jan. 22.-Coroner harry The Messenger Hints
Maggie Overstreet is the widow of
ing Hot Water.
That the Lid ceive an unsophis
ticated editor. to Maj. J. H. Artscraft Is Able to Be Out
William C. Overstriset, the latter of A. March today completed his findNew York, Jan. 2.2.--George We•rJs Not on Very Tight-Inves-Mr*. Lehnhard Resay no.hing of pastors, parents, wives
whom, during life, carried a $2,000 ings in the investigation of the collicrnian, an enthusiastic breeder of
tigation in Order.
covering.
sweethe
arts
and
children
sion
.
of December 16 between a Penninsurance policy in the Ancient Order
fancy poultry in the Fairview section
"There is at kaat an average of
of 111 somfield, N. J.. put in a Lissy
of United Workmen. Ile died some sylvania limited train and a Wabash
$ice spent every Sunday by May
.months ago and on the Workmen re- freight train which resulted in the
day yesterday waking the bills oi :IV.
The Mayfield Messenger has an field people giants, to Paducah,
Mr I..j Sinnott. Jr., is able to be roosters and hens in hot water.
to sly
ftising to pay the amount of the poi. death of- Engineer John Ray of the
article
in which is a very broad hint nothing of the sums spent on ghee ma the streets. but has to wear green
icy for ionic cauie the widow brings Wabash. He declares the evidence
Th:a strange occupation was de to
shows that Pennsylvania officials that the Paducah lid is slightly tit- days.
suit to enforce collection
Konica to present the light from an meiotic effort on the part of his
"The excusea by the Mayfield. peohave been continually violating Ohio ed. It speaks of boys
Yesterday's Business.
neare•t neighbor. Herter:* Fields, .ran
coming here ple for Sunday
falling heavily upon hit'
travel are many and
eyes w hich mixed some powerlul glue -'ring are
F.. S. Duigiud & Co. were yester- statutes by running their flyer over
on Sunday; of men who are thirsty varied."
were injured ten nights ago by falling paratory to painting
day given judgment for $461.53 against the Wabash crossing without the
the walls of one
for
drink,
a
etc.
glass,
when someone threw a lump of the rooms Oi his
C. A. aleyers and the Bandana Mer- stops required by law.
house The sit.
It is asserted and generally lwlievof
coal through the window of an ing it ft over Mr
cantile company, it being for goods
Fields
dumps.' in
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1" OF
ed that no liquor is aold in this city
Iron Mountain train as he was near hi back yard.
DUsitul sold the others, who did not WILL INQUIRE INTO WRECKS.
on Sunday.
LEXINGTON GIRL Sikeston, Mo. en route to Texas on
lir Westernian's ciliary's. evidentpay for them.
The editor of the Messenger is a
a drumming trip Ile returned home ly thinking the
A continuance until the next term of Legislature of Indiana Likely to Or- frequen
sizing some new
Miss
B. Steve-s Under Arrest at and the doctor removed the
t Sunday visitor.
glass of hreakt:- . food, flew over the fe • •
enert a a. given in the litigation
der Investigation.
Pittsburg. Charged With Steil( there is ground for the hint of
particles beim his eyes. which will and we it greedily
William R. Hendrick against Solon
Indianapolis, Ind.. Jan. 12.-Repre. In a feu mit. • Offense.
the tilted lid. investigation by the Pa.
Moil
,
not
be permanently injured
tlilleni Hendrick sues for $3,5 from sentative Joyce introduced a joint restheir bills were stuck as closet) toducah authorities is in order.
gether e4
14illun becatoe the shaft of the latter's . olution in the legislature this afterriveyed.
Pittsburg. Pa., Jan. 22.-T. J. McThe article follows:
Maj. J.Alige
i.Ntsohcraasft C)
17;ble to be
buggy was run through the side o(.1 noon authorizing the railroad cornr .;;vcd chickens became terGrim
a
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estate
agent
"Sunsla
with
l
y
is a great day for travel
offices out, after laying up several days on ror stricken
Hendrick', horse. which shied as a! mission to investigate the two recent
and rolled about in the
in the Park building. ,this city. was account of the painful
from Mayfield. There is TICVCT
bruiaes he re• snow. Ali tfie neighbors laugh.
result The mishap occurred at ths Big Eaur wrecks at Fowler and SandI at
arrested
last
night
at
Sunday
the Seventh ceived by a fall at Hotel Craig one their
that there are less than froni
paldie drinking fountain at Third and ford, in which at least fifty persons
antics. It took Mr. Westerman
fifty to too people go away from Avenue hotel, one of the town's big- night last week. his nriat being a long
.isson streets,
time to find nut what ailed' %
lost their lives.
gest hostelries. by Detectives Homer sprained, face injured
Nlaytield-Mostly ti Padlicah.
and body bruis- them
verdict for defendant was return'The fact that people can travel and Crooks. gni complaint of the
ed in the suit of A. Hunt against REVOLT THREATENED
on the railroad at one fare for the man.% wife, who lives at Blairsville.
I•Ictcher & Foreman. Hunt claimed
IN CUBA. round trip
cause..such a vast amount Soon %afterward Mrs. McGuire swore
lie contracted to sell defendants some
out a warrant which resulted in the
of travel on Sundays.
walnet logs, and that after he &Ey Alarm Felt at Santiago de Las Vegas
arrest
• ltiis T. B. Stevens. a hand"It is rather amusing to be about
toed them at Maxon"s Mtil the defendBec7-use of Uprising.
some
young woman, who gave her
the
depot
on
Sunday
s and watch ths
ant rcivaval to accept the timber.
I laVatta. Jail. 22 --The dot hori tie i•
home as Lexington. K. The girl is
various
kinds
oi
schemes
and
ma
Hunt then 'old the logs to another here today received a dispatch from
said to belong to an excellent famand claimed about Soon damages, the Santiago de las Vegas. this province, neuve •ing resorted to by various men ily in
the Kentucky- city. She and
in
order
to
get
away
without
thei:
difference between the price he con- announcing that great alarm prevailed
tr
McGrire hind been stopping at the
tended Fletcher & Foreman offered I there owing to a threatened uprising. trip being known to their families sir hotel
•
0
tinder agsumed names as man
sweethearts. Of cour.e none of them
him and the price at which he finally
General Jose Miguel Gomez. the
and
•
wife.
Mrs.
McGuire learned of
di,isoacil of the timber.
liberal presidential candidate. ex-Con- ever intend to go when they leave the Stevens
girl's
presenc
their
e
home-,
in
but when they get to
PittsThe jury gave Mrs. E. E. Jackson gressman Mendieta and General Monburg, came here and swore out a
judgment for $45 against the Postal teagudo, the two latter also being I;b- the depot and meet their chum or
elitor.. and often they step aside and warrant charging the couple with a
Telegraph company because the de- erals, were fined $50 each today
statutory offense. There was a scene
for
,
fendant failed to promptly deliver to cockfighting. General Pino Guerra. have a few private words, the plan it
arrantird and tickets are bought when tile arrest was made. The
the woman a telegram sent her from the es-revolutionary leader,
was
to
either
by themselves or some one young woman positisel) refused to
Vs'ingo. Ky ,notifying her of the death have appeared in conrt.on
tell her name. She is apparently or
the same else, and when the train putts
in they
of her mother. The jury has had :nc charge. but excused himself on.
good education. Later the couple
ac- pull on as easily and
privately as poscase since last Saturday.
count of illness.
were turned over to Constable Parsible.
1 continuance was given until the .
sons
and taken to Monongahela City.
April term of court in the litigation MAY REFUSE SCHMITZ WRIT. "Last Sunday was anaverage flay
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by
one
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Supreme Court - Virtually Forecasts
said, 'Please don't 7rave my name is said to have deserted his wife last PADUCAH REAL. EST '
There were reset for trial on the
A. si. wEsrEgN 10ENTUCKY
Defest for Mayor.
num
in the paper. for I left home to at- October. lie i. said to have become
te.entieth day if this term the suits
110141THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT
Sall Francisco, Cal., jaw 22.--Alacquain
.
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the
Stevens
tend
church, telling my, wifie .and
girl at
of the Evansville Pressed Brick corn- though the stinrem
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e court today vir- family
AND PRJCE
that after church T had to see Louitville
puny .s. Contractor Edward Bridges tually forecast
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR 1.
defeat for Mayor a friend
on business and might not
Gray 4: Dudley Hardware company Schmitz and 'Abrah
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r_iyo 4 *v. WILliTTiristOst r_
v-. F. Relikopf Saddlery company, J. application for
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HURRICANE LOSS it,00ta.c000.
e.
a writ of habeas cor"Another said be had 'not shaved
W. Jackson vs. Paducah Traction 0114, the case vas
not decided, a fur- or taken a
Liners
bath for several days,' was
company.
Stranded on Beach Near Niagther hearing being arranged for toplaying the 'business racket' on his
ara as Result of Gale.
The Evansville brick concern claims morrow. The writ
is sought for the wife and
would not let her know bow
Bridges owes them about $1,500 bal- purpo.c of removin
Buffalo,
N. Y.. Jan. 22.-The hurrig the indictment be had deceive
d her for a ten-dollar cane which swept the Niagara
ance for the brick the Evansville peci- case from the
jurisdiction of Superior bill.
frontier
plc furnished Bridges to pave South Judge Dunne.
yesterday has subsided and a more
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you
"Severa
l
young men would like to extended estimation of
Third street in this city.
pay for ft as yeti
Francis J. Heney contested the :Ivthe damage to
pay rstft. Vacant lots in all parts of the
have their names left out, because shipping
The Gray & Dudley people contend *plication for a writ,
city.
Nice lots ow the
lowers
the
original
estimate.
claiming that the they all had
proposed car sztahelos on Broad to 1012i0I1
Cie 'Rehkopf firm bought goods of mayor had
engagements with their At the port of Buffalo alone,
depot and is Allow
surrendered to the sheriff best
howstreets from Ilso to lino each. Buy now on
Mayfield girls and did not yant ever, it will he about
them after the Paducah hone was merely for
installment
St.000,000.
plea
the purpose of obtaining them
while cheep. Trim Is the highest ground
to know they had broken their
insolvent, therefore the Gray & Dud- the writ and
in the city. Property is
The
high watera of Lake Erie re.
had never been actualli engagem
attwancing rapidly.
ents to go to Paducah.
ley people want hack the goods and in prison.
ceded today, leaving some of the
"Several boys would call the re. stranded lake
$200 damages.
liners high and dry on
porter to one side and tell him
Jackson claims damages from the
they the sandy beaches. None of them apWIDOW GETS Sso,000 CHECK.
had the permission of their
traction people for personal injuries.
INCORPORATED.
pareitts pears to he seriously damaged, but
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Part .af Insurance Policies Carried by to go 'visiting in the Otitintry, but the expense of getting them afloat
L Bard D. Sanders. Pres. and M.
Phone ,'Ss.
would not for anything want
Effie Green filed suit for divorce
their -again will be very. heavy.
Whisky Distiller,
parents
to
against her husband, J. B. Green, to
know
that
they
had
The death list totals four. Three
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 22.---Mrs. Ehl
slipped off to Paducah,
whom she was married September 19, 0. Pepper, widow
nersons were killed in the collapse of
of Colonel James
"An old man wonld say. 'T
tow. She claims_ he abandoned her E. Pepper,
have buildings.and another was drowned.
0.
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.
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without a drink for so lorig that
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Equitable Life -Assurance company of
Niagara falls powno one would see it in
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the paper er is again running the trolley cars
premium for J r
Please keep it out and you shall
fresh batch of suits every few days amounting to
nev- and lighting the city.
St.soo, and dime last No. er lose
against parties who are charged with vember. had
anything by it.'
Arrangements- have been begun to
,not been paid. and that
It,'
"A young married.man would
..twing the ..ity government ta xes on amount was
,ay, float the stranded vessels. Their cardedeeted irom the face 'Ma- wife
is at her parents' on a sieit, goes are
tbejr property. The last bundle in- value Of the
inadamaged. The United
policy.
and while she is there I want to
stioned by the saeicitnr shows suitslip States government itistains a loss of
Colonel Pepper had over St00000 in
off
to
the city and have a good time. from
aga:est the f‘,11lowing patties for the life insuranc
Smog* 4:rn Sgoo.doo from dee. but the policy paid to- hut for
God's sake don't put my struction of
amount s and Year named: David Rit day was the largest single
breakwaters,
one.
name
in the paper, so she will find
toil. $4.5r for 1904; MN.'Mary D. Viiiit
-- out. for if she knew it
rent.. 4t600 for 1904; William Lydon,
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TAR ON ROADS
KEEPS DOWN DUST

•

steam; then cold water is poured over
it, causing the steam to condense,
and the resulting vacutun will draw
about t000 litres (about 264 gallons)
of cold tar up into the heating kettle, through a pipe which connects
the same with the tar reservoir on
the wagon. Now steam is admitted
into the coils mentioned and the tar
ia brought up to a temperature of
too degrees (no doubt Centigrade. or
about 212 degrees F.), and at the same
time steam is also admitted into the
kettle direct, by which means the boilir.g tar is forced down and through
a pipe into the sprinkling wagon
standing alongside. As soon as the
heating kettle is empty the steam is
again condensed as before, and the
operation repeated as often as may
become necessary. Tar brings about
a sort of hardening of the surface of
the roadway, which is very desirable
for the traffic on macadamized streets.
especially where a sort of tar asphalt
is thus formed, as ;minted out by
I'rivy Councilor von Leyden.

Queer Dappenings of the Tear PICTURE FOR
1906
ROGUE'S GALLERY

BADLY AFFLICTED
WITH ECZEMA

January, 1036, came in with proof a baseball "fan" fell dead dl- heart
CHIEF JOHN CONNOR OF ST.
that Kentucky deacons are made of &sease during the thirteenth inning
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SYSTEM
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IN
For More Than Two Years—Trie.;
PAUL WRITES FOR
of the St. Louis-Pittsburg game.
colKentucky
as
stuff
same
the
much
FRANCE JS VERY SUCSOME.
Physicians, Patent Remedies,Old
Old
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Folks.
onels. Two of them had an argument
C SFUL.
age
an
of
,
bridegroom,
anntal
The
for
Women and Quack Cures and
fitness
Rockefeller's
as to John D.
heaven, deciding the matter with shot- past expecting just that of them were
Found No Relief.
who upheld Isaac Lord of Liverpool, who, at no. The St. Paul Chief Has Just Moved
churchman
The
guns.
Dom Nuisence Overcome Altogether
Into New Quarters and Wants to
Mr. Rockefeller got two charges of was wed to a widow of 6o in March,
1rd Coat of Maintenance Mawhile a'inontlt earlier Deacon French
Enlarge Gallery or Rogues.
buckshot in his breast.
terially Reduced.
Div. of Nashua, N. H., at 88, married a
June brought news
Moines that some highwaymen had spinster of 76.
The "705" have even more to tell.
returned to James Morgan, their vicChief James Collins of the police
The following article on "Tarred
tim of the night before, three teeth In January Andrew Lansair of Tole- force yesterday received a letter from
"I was very badly afflicted with eoRoads in France" was translated from
they had "unintentionally" knocked do began cutting another set of teeth; Chief John J. Connor of the St. Paul. sem& for more than two year.. The
the
in
Cmglielminetti
in
Dr.
FeSruary a I,e Sent (Minn.) ma- Minn.. department, in which the lat- parts affected were my
an article by
below
out. They thoughtfully suggested a
the knees. I tried all the phystchuse
'Journal Fuer Gasbeleuchtung by Mx.
plate-setting. So the months of 1e06 tron painted her entire house; in Oc-,1 ter requested that the Paducah chief In
the town and some in the surroundtobcr Frank Bookwalter, returning to furnish the other with copies of ing towns,
Frederic Eimer, and printed in a rehave run.
and I also tried all the pohis
boyhood
home
bid..
in
Ahtica,
remedies that I heard of, besides
tent
eent number of the American Gateopened
In Germany. too, the year
whatever pictures Chief Collins has of
all the cures advised by old women
light Journal:
oddly. One Schmeid had had carved after 65 'years' absence, had the door- criminals. The St. Paul officer wants and quacks, and found no relief whatthe
since
passed
have
step
might
he
lifted
find
years
that
a
ditne
Four
upon his deceased wife's tombstone
them for his rogues' gallery and the ever until I oommented using the Cuticura Soap, Cuticuea Ointment. and
- publication of our earliest successes
some frigid, words to the effect that he had lost down the crack a• a boy Paducah department will see which
REGULATION
TELEPHONE
Cutioura Resolvent. In the Cuticurs
with tar coating streets and roadshe had died of tinscrupulops treat- of five. He found it. And each of ones in the local archives will be of
Remedies I found immediate relief,
and was soon sound and well. C. V.
ways at Monaco and Paris. At first To Be Attenuated by Members of the meet, whereupon libel suits iellawed. these as just three score years and. any service to the northern chief. and
Belts. Tippecanoe, Ind., Nov. 15,'06."
-this method of treating roadways gave
and the widower went to jail for ten.
have copies made for him.
Tennessee Legislature.
so
pathos
of
which
often
note
The
etc to some misgivings on the part
dyes..
feurteen
St. Patti has just finished the $750._elf tar and asphalt experts, and capeIn Manila the meanest man in the sounds with age came from Middle- 000 auditorium erected there by the
Tenn . Jaw 22.--Bills
Nashville
r•-:e7,ally among %owe engineers. who will be introducce in the legislature islands stole this mother tiejlaw's town. N. Y.. in April. Matthew Sme- municipal government, and in this fine
des. aged 70. could no longer resist quarters have been set apart for the
doubted that a thin coating of tar this week or soon thereafter seeking tombstone and pawned it.
Cuticura Soap Kills Dandruff
upon the surface of much-ueed road- to regulate the telephone businss.
An actual sale of burial memoriats the call of the fields. Ile took to the police department, which is one of the
"I was troubled with dandruff on
ways would for weeks—not to say Representative McFarland of Wilson was held in September in Breslau. A plow again—and Waft found dead in tisseet in the Nerth, being maintained
my bead ever
on I was twelve years
months—be able to successful, resist county has a bill by which he will "ring" of undertakers had been form- the first furrow he had cut—died in in an up-to-date metropolitan style. old. I bad beautiful hair up to that.
'the formation of street dust
Chief Conner has one of the finest time. Tbe dandruff destroyed my
seek to limit the number of telephones ed to bear prices, but a speculative harness, as he had wished to die.
hair. I tried everything I could hear
Today. after dour year.. of obser- on party line, to three. He declares outsider insisted on playing bull, and
Australia may claim something near rogues' galleries to be found any- of.
I had no doctor, but I went into
vation of a number of kilometres (I that in the country districts where the local troops had to be called in to the record. At some amateur theat- where in the country, but being in a drug store where I was well
utilein
treated
'kilometre equals 0.6e mile)
ricals near N'ictoria, in January, two better position now .in his new quar- ted and asked the druggist if he kw
there are more than three telephotie• quiet the resultant hard feeling
for
good
be
of
would
anything
that
the mentier hereinafter described. the nit a line, it hapdicape the service
people in the 'tells. whenever the he ters to elaborate on same, he is gath- me. He said: Of course I do. Just
blet Love.
given
French street engineers hese
One lover has cabled his propo.al mine was kitesed, kissed each ether ering from all over the country pic- get a cake of Cuticura Soap.' I got
There will be a bill introduced. too.
their verdict on the subject, and in seeking to regulate telephone rates to New York from Buenos Ayres. and loudly The man of this couple was tures of criminals of any celebrity or It. and it. did my hair good the first
tinie I used it.
My sister - in -law
order that all countries might profit in this state. This measure has not another, over in London. took advan- husband to the stage heroine, and importance. so as to put them in the oouldn't keep the dandruff off the top
France.
in
of
and the hair
made
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her
-by the experiment%
yet been prepared. and 'all the pro- tage of his dentist's trade to send ie this was his way of reproving beha- gallery and make it as complete as wouldn't
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enneatly
vior
across
and for the bake of street hygiene. visions have not been decided on.
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to
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which possible tinder the circumstances.
his heart deep
a Soap with sae. I
cake of
we gise ths• abatract of the report
The proposied insurance measure graved on the plate of a set of false he was distinctly opposed.
Chief Collins has pictures by the toad her about ml. and gave bee the
Cutioura Soap, and In about threw
concerning tarring of roadway.. which which %%ill be introduced at an early teeth. Both won out.
hundred heie of important criminals. months I went there again, the child's
was publi.hed in the "Antette. des date are being completed. These bills
At loneliburg. Maryland. were marthem
band was covered with hair and not
and will have copies made of
eon!. et Chaus•ea- No. eci. anie tri• will be in accordance with the rec- ried a cettple it ho had femel a new IOWite HAg BILL AGAINST TIPS The St. Paul police chief bears ali •sign cif dandruff. My Rioter said it
was the Cuticura Soap. The child is
wrote.. ;roe. ;einem. Bernard, i Rue otumndetsoirs made by the national use fur eld love letters. The hielt
the expense of making the copies
not past three years old and has a '
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uc asterts that the results were. the Tennessee lesti•lature as not in written to him during the civil war Hambletem of Alahaske county be- of four glasses which have been wiped effseemoge--throitahout. excellent The dust re- conflict with the cen•titution er with by his boy. then at the front. while comes a law. It is understood that perfectly dry
mi?" Ile will say. "That's so. for I
the measure will be introduced in the
%Winne from the wear of the streets existing itatute• of this state.
Charge it with electricity by rubbing can't hear it going."
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mously reduced, which meant longer
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durati in. That. together with the re- pany given in Marietta on October farmer had a dream reminding him
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The trick is done by means of g
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in no danger of a shock.
When you waist the watch to stop goemit of installation tif the street-tar- in the territory northwest of the Ohio tigares1 that the loan was of tit-etit)- ceive a tip.
Thi% ie called the enchanted tray ing transfer it to the hand containing
While
the
is
bill
at
aimed
chief);
ries apparatut. And. nherea• for- ue• unveiled. Cengreseman "Nick" sta
and is a nice thing to -mute chil- the !outshine. which will immediately
•tanding. it Was formally
the (-imam of "gratitude's." which has
merly the swatting and clearing ef Longeeith totet ahemt his first **- t.:114ftel er•
dren with.
step the movement of tire works.
grown up in the commercial world
the tercets roil considerable sum.. tempt te make a stump speech Mark
Here .is an nisi trick, but peritapa
L's Lighter Side.
When you want it to go, take it
it al..) aim. at the general tipping
this' method actually caused a net [Janne was traveling through the
yett younger boys and girl. do net out of that hand anti shake it gently
A I elision magistrete discharged a
in
%ogler at hotels, restaurants
rent per square metre state on a special anti lemgvserth wa• man and hi, wife charged with con- system
prosit of
know it.
whilc eeing se It will start to going
(equal to 1676 square feet) for the one of the lesser light. of the party. spiracy. en the ground that they were and in dining and sleeping cars.
It is the trick of centing scrambled again
mean* env lousier Very early one morning the special legally one per.'.n and could tint conYear. It i• hv
eggs in a hat.
The Harems.
an esperiment. but the method ha' arrived at Newark. Ohio. where a spire
any is they would
You ask the
EPIDEMIC RECORDS
At last we read in the paper' that like a dish of
"tees demem•trateil el he practical cowd was already assembled, and to
mbled eggs. Then
A Chicago phytiktan it-a' (mind
BROKEN IN CHICAGO.
Dering summer there is little dust and Pnpealic their demand* for a %perch. guilty of robbery, inasmuch a• he had "the Ilargises are very much alarm- pm break four eggs in a hat, drop in
have
ed."
Men
hand
died
the
of
by
in winter hut little mut'. From now Teringworth—the only man up—wag diagnosed a certain case in a way afa pinch of salt, place the hat fer
Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever Gainirie
on all es-sale-made tercet. and road. asked to go out and hold the crowd. terward proved wrong The jury re- the asoassin and the crime laid at short time over the flame of a can
Ground in Windy City.
the
donr
of the Ifargket. They were dle and *fleetly afterward pone into a
net • ni:1 be tarred.
lie said he walked om on the rear garded his fee as distinctly &earned
Street. airmen! Paris which former- platform and in his best yoke began: under fake preteioes. and he had to as cool as an oyster on ice and had dish the .crambled egg', quite hot.
Chicage. jail 12 —All epidemic recnot even a symptom that indicated
ly—that is. beiore the tarring- rentiirHow is it done, Why, the scram- r.ole for a period of twenty-four helms
give back $ion
"Ladies and gentlemen--"
ed vet...meting every three or friar
Anceher glimper of !, g al methods alarm. Charges have been preferred tiled eggs have in reality been n7c as far hack as the typhoid plague of
I'M then a limited whizred by and
'eerie were tarred tiering the sim- his first sentence hung tire
Begin- has come across from Gerniany. where against them and indiconente Poe vionsly prepared. covered and placed 043 were broken yesterday. when
mer* •if mot. tone and 11)0. and are ning again he repeated:
the mayor of a town was caught pick- cured indicating murder in thc first r n the hat. But n ben making yonr ton cases el scarlet fever and forty
.
now in,loch geesl condition that there
ing the pockets of a prisoner, and degree. The Ilargiece were tint pmpositinn to the company you hold five cases of diphtheria.
"Ladies and gentlemen-tom! of
-ertn he no need .0 recover for some
alarm -ft They have faced angry the hat t4 MI high for them to ere the
A switch engine across the railroad wa. "sent or" for a month.
145. Were reported to the Health the!Airs t I) come, and sew
prt4t- yard got in motion at this point and
Wilmington produced the champion mob. in the court house in Jackson. inside of it.
partment. Betides these there were
pneentent vsorilel richly pay the most Its whistle punctnated "Nick's" te.en- i3 store. Franci% F. Davit. with r3 and by sheer force of will and darYour eggs. all but one, were rerlly recorded twenty Cases of other conr..1 the terriug.
leg words with shrill stacatto shrieks. letter- in hi' name. was arrested by ing kept the surcharged atmosphere empty ones from which you had nre• tagion% diseaect. The increase Its
The teethed to do this% may he gath- Considerably flustrated, but. holding Patrolman Francis G. Green (ditto) from ignition. The Hargises were not viously sucked the contente. The d phtberia was considered alarming.
ered from the - brief deectiption, of himself well in hand, the orator once at 50:13 on Jantiary 13, the call go- alarmed. They have passed through one solid one you should hare acciIn the weekly bulletie issued by
Which the (.41e:swine ie a free freesia - more began his speech:
ing in from box et At gee next day haute. in Jackson's orcett —have seen dentally dropped on the table. lettine tite health department, strong emphastem : In the heating wa Zr,,, the reld
lie wars arraigned before F.dwin R. men fall mn-tally wounded. "better- it break'so as to fool the compery sis it laid on an oft-repeated plea for
"Lathes -and gentlemen—"
•3r
" 'The Hargites were ins., ?limiting that the other four the establishment ef the regular medpoered Wove 'toed, over which
It was no nee. .k freight train, a Cochran (13 letters again), ant! hit ing like a
is iNoited
not alarmed. Bin at last they are were also solid eggs.
large heatieg kettle. mile long if it was an inch, came fltrl- tine and cotts totaled exactly $1.1
It
ical inspection of the schools
whieli hi a clotted ve...el like a boiler bling and creaking down the yard atil
The bewitched watch is a trick. includes an as-se r •
that, the inspec
Miss Margaret Schisht of Cleveland alarmed. It seems.' that one Smith
and is cermet-red with a ',small steam
the interruption was of such duratin.r. on August 23. sent invitations to ae has turned informer. implicating the *eye the Leo Angeles Times, that een made possible by the emergency
1.oiler. The arretigementt a-c tech that the Cr4.vv(l got reetlesa, ant friends to attend her twenty-third Ilargises. Callahan and others, and proves puzzling tii many .people.
appropriation of $15.000 shogld end
that 'team may he blown direct int.) "Nick." to keep it from (lien/tele:tains' birthday. September ee. at 23 Emit corroborating other witnesses. .Are
Borrow a watch from any one in the present conditions within a fort'Mite heating kettle of the boiler: or. entirely. shouted at the top
they alarmed at lett? No. These the company. Nett all your friciel% night.
of his Twenty-third street. An orchestra
it desired. can be renthicied into spi- hinge:
3
.
2
pieces . ditcoursed exact:). 23 Hargiees are nn Smith's bond for to mainl arottnd in a circle. Held tte
of
ral pipe coils Mode of the same ketSmith disapriearetl. The watch to one person's ear and SP%
Nt'IA" York city spends Seet.cion
from behind 23 palms. Stoorin
dances
sweet
% "Yost peripte ann't need any speechtle
The other hoodoo digits came up Hers/ie.-, are alarmed. This alarming "it ie going. I- that not sor. lie • year for library purposes.
making. There are too many sign: eti
The kettle is first filled directly with Reptiblicen prromerity in
yont town twice in April. once when a Ralti- state of being alarmed certainly would will say. "Yes. that' co."
Wild it to the next person's car and ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
Look at the length of that freight 'More negro wa, arrested for stealing indicate the inability of the governor
to
rein't
the
say,
"Now it is not going. Isn't that
Enc.---Crittenden
Record.
AND GET RESULTS.
where
Loui.,
St.
at
again
kt chickens;
train--"
the
of
in
rear
the crowd
But a Vntre
chanted back:
"Say. young feller.. whet yer givin'
!u
41lis.
us; them's empties."
And Longworth disappeared 'int.
the special.
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25,000 New Words
New Gazetteer of thee World
with more than MAUD titles. based on the
latest census returns.'
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containing the names of wrie10,000a
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Madison County Family Taken Ill
Immediately After Eating
Sunday Dinner.
Richmond, Ky., Jan. 22.—Shelter
White, a farmer residing at Whitehail, this county. his wife and five
children are at the point of death,
:nd the cause' of their illness has not
Leen ascertained. The entire family
leUrt: taken deathly sick immediately
after eating .their dinner yesterday.
It is thosight they have been poisfitted by eating canned bleckberries.
ot el, at
AWAIT DEATH OF HIGGINS.

At GULLETT'S 312 11'way
We have placed on sale 5oo pairs of the well known Crosett Shoe for men and they consist of broken lots
. of every Fine Shoe Made by the concert, they come in Patent Kid, Patent Colt, Vici Kid, Velour, Metal and
Box Calf, Tan and Black, and are made up in all the Newest Styles. We have put one price on the entire lot
which is $2.98, so if you want a fine pair of Shoes, do not miss the opportunity. See window display.

_No Chance in His Cdndition and He
May Live Several Days.
V.. fan. 22.--There it
()leen.
practically no change in the illness of
fernier Governor Frank W. Higgins.
Tonight Dr. D. V. NI Hibbard said:
"The isease is of 411C)1 a flumre that
tin safe and warranted prediction can
be made as to.its termination. Death I
may occur suddenly and it may not I
Occu.re..1 41',

O-17).'re

U. G. Oullett

Co.

(INCORPORATED)

Clothiers and Furnishers for Men and Boys
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sad exhibition of himself in the senate
such constant loud noises yelping dm
yesterday.
trig the night, that the neighbors have
In all the speeches Senator Tillman
complained, and Chief Collins yester
has made concerning the Brownsville
day requested the gentleman to hese
incident he has made but one point
the objectionable canines remove('
PUBLISHED BY THE
bearing on the merits of the case. He
frhn that section of the city.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
said yesterday no one had answered
-—
(Incorporated.)
him the question why the president
Not Yet Identified.
did
employ detectives to discover
Mrs. Lettie Farrar has not been
lAt Register Building, 523 Broadway the not
guilty men at Brownsville. This MISS RUTH WEIL AND MR. ED. able to leave her sick bed yet, ant'
SON HART WERE UNITED
lock at Arthur Trice, colored, the
question might be pertinent in some
President
NAMES E. WILHELM,
YESTERAY.
nevi charged with attempting to
phases of the case, but not as to the
Treasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
dctin Miss Stevenson last Sunday
dismissal of the battalion. If detecRC:18E1er S. WILHELM. Secretary tives
night. It wAs thought the negro
had secured evidence on which
to base conviction, it would not have Miss Mary Lou Byrd and Mr. Fred Trice was the one who snatched Mrs.
Postoffice
of PaduEntered at the
Farrar's purse last Saturday night,
McCandless Were Married Yesremoved the fact that other members
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
but Mr. Wm. Robinson, who saw the
terday at Home of Bride.
of the battalion had shielded their
darkey who got the pocketbook, does
guilty comrades. No detectives would
One Year
not think 'Price is the right man.
have
necessary
been
if
they
done
had
Six•atfoetbs
their
the
Circumstanc
n
presenee
&ay.
make
of a fashionable ases
it
Three Months
plain that it must have been known to
blage of 'friends, Miss Rath Weil ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
One week
all, as at least the greater number of a
Mr. Edson Hart were united in •
•
riage yesterday afternoon at 4 • PERSONAL MENTION.
APIresse faikUg to receive this paper the soldiers in the battalion, what men
*
o ock at.the 'residence of Mr. and •
ebotaid report the matter to were in the foray on the town.
re
•
The South Caroliniau.has made a
s. Ben Weille of Eighth and Jef- ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Office at once. TeleTbe
f
sad
n streets. There were no' atspectacle
of
himself
this
in
mat3)11.
rland
Plame
Mrs. Joe A. Miller, wife of the cirter. He has floundered hopelessly be- trams, it being a home nuptial decause his position was paradoxical and void of ostentation and presided over cuit clerk, left Monday for Wickliffe
insincere, lie said he meant to be by Rev. W. E. Case of the First to visit It/rs. John B. Wickliffe, wife
humorous in the acrimonious sallies Presbyterian' church. Following the of the attorney.
Nfr. Muscoe Burnett, wife and child,
he made yesterday against the seua- wedding an informal reception was
tors, both Democrats and Republi- held and many additional friends call- have returned from Louisville, where
cans, with whom he had disagreed, ed to congratulate the well known they attended the Burnett-Cary wed
but his humor was of that quality young couple, who left last evening at ding.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Miss Manic Cobb has gone to New
which has been compared to the fan- 6 o'clock for a several weeks'.bridal
York
to visit her brother Ale Ira in
tastic artics of a cow dancing. He tour through the South:
City jailer.
would have done much better if he -The contracting parties are among Cobb.
13 are authorized to announce the had kept silent or had stood in line the city's most prominent young peo- Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis has gone to
sran dacy of Joe A. Purchase for c ty
Mayfield to visit and while there sings
with the other Democratic senators.
ple, the char:rung bride being the
jail , subject to the action of the
for the concert to be given Thursday
youngest
daughter
of
Mr.
Mrs.
and
de
ratic party.
Jake Weil, and a cultured, exqeisite evening for the benefit of the' Chris'4
Fresh air of the schools is a detian church there.
arc authorized to announce the aideratmn which the board of educa- young woman of many beautiful traits
Edward
Mrs.
Toot
gone
has
to
Si
dacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for tion is going to. attempt to supply. tlisat have endeared her to all. She is Louis to Son% Mr. Toof, who has t sk•
exceedingly popular among the soeial
ciiylijailee, subject to the action of No more important
subject can enen a position with the Samuel Cuinale•
devotees, having been ever the center
the 'acme:tick party.
gage the attention of the board. All
consern.
of much attention since making her
the questions of school management
Mrs. William Ragan of Columbia
are authorized to announce the are subordinate to this one of ventila- debut several years ago.
)'enn.. has gone home after visiting
'
‘
4 1"
4"
.31
Mr. Hart comes or a rIne family of
:clacy of Sam L. Beadles for city tion. It may be added that if the
ta n4
Mrs. L. B. Ragan of Trimble street
jailer, subject to the action of the school board hits upbn some simple this city, where he has resided all
Miss Ethel Scopes has returned
Skiatto:rattc party.
and effective method of ventilating his life. He is one of Paducah's ris- from sisiting her sister. Mrs. Fennothe whist)t houses it will 'confer a ing and sterling young business men Price of Fulton.
Railrosd Commissioner.
benefit upon the whole community who stands high in the community
Mrs. James Nagel is visiting Mrs.
Vre are authorized to announce because rite system will be immediate-, and whose value is recognuized in all T. J. Lowe, her mother. at Mayfiel.t.
circles.
He
is
the
junior member of
Gc.wge W. Landram. of Livingston la adopted by people generally who
Mrs. Ola Hardison is in Maybeli
coehty, as a candidate for railroad now simmer in steam-heated boxes the George 0. Hart & Sons conspany sisiting her sister. Mrs. F. F.
Webb.
hardware
conunissioner from the First Railroad %loch have no more ventilation than
concern, and is the youngMr. C. N. Budd and wife returned
dirtoict of Kentucky; subject to the .0 many booles.—Chicage Chronicle. est son of the late,Captain George 0 to Memphis
last evening after spendHart
action of the democratic party
ing a week here.
Byrd-McCandless.
Manager C. M. Ritter of the West
When Governor Swettenham of
ss Mary Lou Byrd and Mr. Fred Kentucky Coal company returned yesWednesday Morning. Jan. 234 1901
Jamaica, receives copies of the Amer- McCandless were united at 3 o'clock terday from Eaat Orange, New Jerican newspapers, and those from Lon- yesterday afternoon at the bride's sey. where he has been attending
don too, he will think another earth- home at Lau South Fifth street, this the bedside of his sick father, who
Senator Tilbnan.
also being a quiet home affair to was left much better.
(lake has occurred in his neighborwhich only a few intimate friends
The country draws a sigh of relief
Mrs. Hunter Hough of Dexter. Mo.,
were invited. Rev. W. T. Bolling, D. has returned home after visiting her
mei' the settling of the Brownsville
.t
I/. of the Broadway Methodist church parents, Mk. and Mrs. George A.
incalent in the United States. An exspoke
the words uniting the two, who Wright. She was accompanied, as far
'II ii-. far Paducah has escaped any
hibition of strenuotts statesmanship
left afterwards for the South on their as Cairo by her sister. Miss Edna
was given by Senator Tillman of South great amount of injury from the high wediliag tour.
Wright
Mesdames .Siina Berryman and G.
Carolina, not in the least edifying or is ate,. and as the river is expected • Dainty and u income, of attractive
to
begin
falling
in
Warnekin of Clarksville. Tenn.
fire
the
H.
figure,
and
next
is
three
the
popular
days,
and
instrit:tive
Ile wielded his pitchhindsome bride, who is the daughter will arrive next Monday to attend the
this
city
may
be
considered
irideeel
fork more N ig.irously than ever beDavis-Bringhurst wedding
of Mr. and Mrs. William T. Byrd
fore, and paid his respects to every- fel-innate in escaping so lightly.
Conductor Robert Dawes and wife
Nfr. McCandless is engineer of the
body frcm the president on down, not 121110W111111•....a.
.stearteo Royal which plies between have gone to St Louis to attend the
here and Golconda, and a fine young laibide of their son. Bernice. who is
even sparing his Democratic colPardon us tor not confining either fellow who stands high and has many in a Ispital there with pneumonia.
ic:41es. Tillman can well afford to
Miss Belle Lockett of Henderson
friend.
giie the American people a rest for good roads or railroads in the colAfter their tour the collide oil et Met next Monday to visit Nli.s
umns of the Messenger —Mayfiel I
si seison at least.
Martha Davis
make their home in Golconda. Ill
Me•!1?Illger.
Rev, D. W. Fowlkes has returned
Nashville Banner gives expresFrom
Fulton.
to conservative sentiment o hen
Mrs. Mae O'Brien o fGalveston.
Nearly
Dies Reading Own Death Noit says:
Tex., is visiting her uncle. Mr. Henry
tice.
rst• Brownsville, Texas. incident New York, Jan. az—Reuben BelchFs Thompson of 'South Sixth. while
has iwought out a good deal of un- er of Mount Vet-bon had the novel
en route to New York. „
profitably discussion in the senate. Its experience of reading his own
Mr James Scott of Ogilvie's store
obitinjectian into that body was a play uary. When he read the death nohas gone to Hot Springs, Ark,
of politics on the Isms of Senator For- tices* Belcher started laughing
Mr. Ernest Price of Mayfield is
and
aker—politics'mingled with a dislike nearly became hysterical. The
visiting Mr. and Mrs Lee Hite.
reacfor the president. and last old habit tion played havoc with his heart
Mr. J. J. Legate of Farmington is
and HERBERT STEWART RELEASvting his daughter. Mrs. Lander
the Ohio statesman his In-ought with a physician was called.
ED AFTER BEING GIVEN
Ratak.
bins, from reconstrucaton days of
Recently a man resembling Belcher
STRONG LECTURE.
Mr. Andy C Clark is in Earlinggrowing noisy when anything occurs was found dead in the street, and rite
tote Ky., visiting his mother.
involving the negro and the 'South. authorities, believing it was Belcher
Miss Maxie Whitneil (if Fulton- Is
It * safe to say that if the Twenty- buried the body. Fletcher appeared
Rosa West and Lula Rice, Colored, the guest of Miss
Sylsia Calissi.
flitr infantry hail been made up of Tuesday night'and his friends
are asWanted to Carve Each Other
Mr. John R. Dye is very ill of pnenwhile men or if its me,mbers had tounded. Charles Hartless aas the
Ladies and Gentlemen Respectfully Invited to AtWith Razors—Police News.
monia at his home in Mechanicsburg.
"shot up- a Northern instead of a man found (lead.
L.
B.
Ogilvie
& Co. yesterday filed
tend This Sale
Sotahey ton. Mr. Foraker's temper
suit in the circuit court against F. A.
word not have been ruffled because
2:30
to
p.
5
7:30 to 10 p. m Daily
Sued by Girl.
Herbert Stewart was arrested yes- Hogan for Sit.36 claimed due them
of gicir diamissat, and the resolution
NVinsted, Conn., Jan. 22—William J. today by Officer Albert Senser for on
amount.
an
he gtoroduced would tiot have been Iluakley,
Iii1111111111
proprietor of a cafe in Meri- knocking John Trice. an aged colored
The commistee af business men
hawed. '
den, who was sued a few days ago by man in the head with a huge stick
raising the Sts,000 it takes to bring
:4
* it was. Mr.-raker aould have
Miss Laura'Hanson for alleged breach if wood, and carried to the city hall, here
the Lietchfield, Ill., glass factory,
pla'
lid a lone hand in thisjittle play of
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF
proinise, today went to Boston in fri;m whence he was taken before
tind they need only $1.zoo to comof iite and pstragiabiod not Sistator quest
of the young woman. He says jielge Lightfoot of the juvenile court, plete the
fund, and as it will take
TiI Ian a!;.) entertained a private he
is willing to marry her if he can where the judge released the chap
sonic time to raise it they are now
grolge against thc president. IIe find
her.
after giving him a sound lecture to be conferring
with .Me. Harry Finley. the
srioittntly asseeerates that he was not
Miss Hanson had Buckler's cafe at- good in the future.
factory owner, to see if the extension
infalticeid bj*Alli,CPersonal feeling .in tached for
Trice was employed at the place of time
$50,000. He has told her
is satisfactory to him.
the stand he took, but doubtlesss he lawyers
that he is ready to keep his where. the street car company melts
This evening during thc meeting the
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
was held more in the grip of preju- promise
if the attachment is released. at Fourth and Broadway in the huge
Ingleside Rebekah lodge will install
dice than he was himself aware.
He is so years old and has been mar- tanks, the asphaltum filler poured beAt. Close of Bellit10118 December 31, 1906.
its newly elected officers and then
Between Forake.r and Tillman the ried twice
tween the bricks laid on Broadway
after this work indulge in a fine bancotvory has been iorced to listen to
RESOURCES.
between Fourth and Fifth. Trice was
a sensational airing of the race queses-frying an arm load of wood to put quet.
ATTORNEY IS FINED /1.500.
Miss Francis Wallace yesterday re- Loans and Discounts
tion that had no real bearing on the
$1 94.363.97
on the fire underneath the melting
turned
from Hopkinsaille and Atlan- Stocks and Bonds
question under consideration. and that Indianapolis Lawyer
Pleads Guilty to tanks, When a piece fell on the' foot
2,0oo.ocs
liaa accomplished no possible good;
•
of the Stewart chap who was sitting ta. Ga,
Using Mails to Defraud.
Furniture
and
House
Fixtures
Ban-king
Mr. G. W. Clinard and daughter left
but -hats been productive of that hart
9.0130.ta
there. The lad jerked up a huge
which necessarily follows excited-agiPittsburg Landing, Cash and Exchange
/ndianapolis, Ind., Jan. 12.—Phil- stuck of wood and dealt Trice one yesterday for
56,709.95
tation. Senator'
. gnohner told the antler If. Fitzgerald, a wealthy attora terrific blow in the head, knocking in Tenn., to reside.
Miss Ina i
)
. rice of Mayfield is visittruth yesterday when he iraid the ne- ney of this city, who was indicted by the negro's forehead a hole which it
ing Mrs. Lee Hite.
groeitsare in South Carolina to stay, thc federal grand jury on the charge took many stitches to close.
$262•154-09
and that insurmountable facts coitsid- of using the mails with intent to deTrice is the father of the trege
.. ri
LIABILITIES.
ered, sto• good. can come of the pun- fraud in connection with the "taco Arthuv Trice. who is now in jail LOCKED IN HOME, CHILDREN BURN TO DEATH Capital Stock .,
gent presentation of their differences colony" in Georgia, appeared before charged with detaining Miss Steven50,000 00
with the whites. Under presapt con- Judge A. R. Anderson today and en son on South Third street 'last1-StinUndivided
Profits
'Columbus, Ga.. Jan. 22,—Twoyoung
iditiOniahe wItites rule in south Caro- tercel a plea of guilty. He was fined clay evening.
4.228•/4
negro children were burned to death Deposits
lina. Nobody is trying to alter that Tk,soo and costs.
.-• ••i• • 207,925.30
here yesterday. They had been left
"status. and the r4sbu afid atihilosoplly
Do Little Carving.
.
ji.
)
'
of the situation. frXm the white titan's HELLO GIRL ELECTROCUTED.
Rosa West and I-ula Rice, eolored. l'icked- in their home by their mothwere arrested at one o'clock -this er', who left earlier for her work.
point of view, call; for silcoce. '
—
$262,1 sa();
Senator Tillman has noatilciao6hy. Telephone Operator is Killed While morning, because both wanted to see
Working at Switchboard.
which could carve the other the Orissa POSTERS CAUSE A BOYCOTT A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
and his reason is of that coarse 'grain
Eac
ticked out of the way of the
variety
earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
not
to be applied in delicate
a
Bloomington.
Jan. 22._While oth r's razor, howcver; and were tu- Cincinnati Catholics Object to Naughsituations. He has certain bulldog
stockholders payable on demand.
ty Picture on Billboards.
qualities that are admirable in him to a! work at the 'switchboard of the res ed by Officers Hilt and Jones who
telephone
company at Clinton Miss locked them itis in jail.
the a ' me extent that they are in tits
Cincinnati; 0.. Jan. 2,2.—Because of
animal that gives them tiaine, bui ire Nora Grove, an operator, agedita,
1:ie display of suggestive Rosters sixMust Get Rid of Dog.
very much out of place when the finer was electrocuted. An electric 'light
Wife was blown across, a .telephone
There are several loud yelping aogs ty-nine Catholic -societies have startfatalities of a centler and'
,
lore alas- %"ire
while
she
wa:
in
inse.rting
the yard of Jnstice John ,Bernett ed a boycott against certain theatres
a.
plug
/riot's breed arc required. He made a
apd tbe fatal ciputact followed.
'ef North Fifth street. and gleY ualç tnd suggestive posters.
A..
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*WINGS of
QUIET NATURE

RACKET STORE

411.11.,

.0

md.•••••

Our annual sale of
Drummer'sSamples
and seconds of Muslin UNDERWEAR
starts next Monday
morning at eight
o'clock and lasts all
the week.
This is the B i g
MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR
eventof allthe year.

a

PURCELL&InomrsoN
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.

1

Closim_ Out Sale!!

Tie

AT AUCTION

NEGRO KNOCKED
IN THE HEAD

q

Japanese ArtGoods

Mori's Bazar
418 Broadway

II
•

•

4

MECHANIC'S CIII• FARMER.'S
SAVINGS BANK

/

•

J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.

Advertise in the Register and get results"
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LIST OF ELIGIBLES FROM
SITTING 0 THE FINE CITIZEN
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS
UPERVISIC CALLED HOME

4

LZMNINFEW Z. •

• $

•
t*

DON l,GILBERTO
41•.••••••=011.0..

CHAIRMAN BECHENBACH WIL L SEE IF THEY CAN NOT SEJUDGE LIGHTFOOT EXTEND- MR. J. H. RUDOLPH TO BE BURCURE SOME HIGHLY EDUC ATED UNIVERSITY MAN TO BEED TIME TEN DAYS
IED TODAY AT LOVELACECOME SUPERINTENDENT A ND If
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
YESTERDAY.
VII,LE CEMETERY.
OF THIS CITY—MESSRS. BE CHENBACH AND BYRD HAVE
ARRANGED TEMPORARY SE ATS FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT—THE SCHOO L REGULATIONS TO BE REWilliam D. Watson Qualified Yes- Had Resided in That Vicinity for
VISED.
terday as a Notary Public—
Fifty Years and One of the
am....SONNIMPIND
Deeds Filed for Record.
qr1111577
Best Known Merchants.

•

Chairman Peter Bachenbach of the of yesterday to show that Superiuexaminati
on and course of study com- tencknt Lieb recommended souse
Tod ty the funeral services will be
held over the remains of Mr J. III mittee for the school board is pre- months ago that,aliese new seats be
Rudolph of the Lovelaceville section, paring to write to the president of Lought and the auditorium gotten in
under auspices of the Odd Fellows of Yale aollege and the Vanderbilt uni- shape foc the increased agree:lance,
that vicinity, he being one of the tpost versity and secure from them a list of and that no attention was pairi to the
valued' members of the organization. first class educators from which num- recommendation, had no Wan as the
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale prices, in reUr. Rudolph died late Monday ber will be picked the new superin- Title status of affairs was-.not publishmetnbrance of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation
tendent
Paducah
the
of
schools,
who
ed.
Tim
middle of December, when
night after a several weeks' confineof..,-*
what one and all have done tor him since he opened, two years.
ment with B-righthi disease, which is to be elected during the coming the etioerintendent recommended that
•
Notary Public.
had afflicted him for quite a while. April to take charge the first of next many new seats be bought, his atWilliam D. Watson qualified before He was a well known merchant of September and succeed the present su- tentiqp was called by Trustee Bechcounty court as a notary public, fil- that vicinity, and a man of wi4o
ago.
ac- perintendent, C. W Lieb. The presi- enbach to the fact that at the same
•
ial/ the commission he received from quaintance in the city, where busi- dents of these colleges always have time there would be bought these
new
governor tq perform the duties of ness often brought him.
a list of highly educated' men fitted seats now needed to care for the at4 full. quiarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
*his appointment.
The deceased was born eighty-four for high positions in educational in- tendance at the High school increased
years ago in Montgomery county, intutions and a recommendation from through the present examinations.
Licensed to Merry.
Tenn., too had resided down about one of these presidents is aulficient The superintendent paid no attention
6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
Marriage licenses were issued by Lovelaceville fur fifty years papa and for any professor. The trustees want to Mr. Becheubac
h reminding him of
the clerk to the follovntortoisple; Ed- was one of the most substantia
get
first
to
a
class
man
to
take charge the necessity, and Lieb made no recl citson Hart, aged 23, and Ruth Weil, izens
of the buildings and believe a list of ommendation, therefore nothing was
of that sectiou.
legal age; John Ray, aged p of Lyon
He is survived by children of B. B. eligibles from the mentioned source done at the time, and if any blame
12 full quarts "Willow Sp:ings" Sour-mash Whiskey,
county. and Nancy Holley. aged 25, Rudolph
of Hamburg; Dr. Leslie Ru- twill be of vast benefit to them in mak- exists it is on Lieb's shouldes.
-of Concord. Ky., Fred McCasidiess, dolph
In aarder not to be trapped, though
of Woodville; Mrs. Armadajing their selection. From this list
aged rf. and Mary Lou Byrd, sired
Phets of Mayfield, and M. H. Ru- will also be named the principal of by any scheming, Messrs. Byrd and
21. of the city.
dolph and Was Zulieka Rudolph of the high school, the present principal. Bechenbach yesterday made ample arProf. E. G. Payne, having months ago rangements for temporary seats at the
the Lovelsceville section.
Property Bold.
The deceased was a pillar of the completed hie arrangements to go to auditorium, and_ there will be plenty
R 1: Peacher has sold to David A.
Methodist church of that section and Germany next summer to sudy for of accommodations for every old pudistilled at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessey & Co., for this
(rose for $.2,3cio propertliat.Foluth
er sity work
pil in the High school and the new
a very good man.
month only at the followirg prices:
end Ohio streets, the deed for which
Kvirything Arranged for Seats.
ones who will be promoted. These
4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
was recorded yesterday with tlit
Trustees Byrd and Bechenbach yes- temporary seite 'will be used until
OIL TRUST MAY BE
county clerk.
terday morning visited the Washing- the new 350 desks already ordered arMADE TO PAY FINE
The Sears groiery company bought
bk000.000 ton 'wilding and arranged for enough rive,
OF
from W. C O'Bryan for en proper
tentporpary seats to be placed in the
Revise the Rules.
6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
ty in the O'Bryais addition to the
Judge Landis, of Chicago. Refuses to auditorium until the ma new desks orChairman
Rechenbach is now going
city
dered front the Northern factory ar- ever the rules and regulations of the j
Quash Any Indictments.
Chicago. Jan. 22.—The trial of the rive. These temporary seats are com- achool board, as requested by the
oth- •
CANT AGREE.
13 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
Standard Oil company, of Indiana. on fortable and well distribined and %ill er trustees, and is figuring out some
:be charge of receiving concessions be in readiness for the pupils next changes that will be made.
The presThe City Commit and Electric Light 1 upon shipments
of oil from Whiting, Monday moreing, when a large num- ent book of rules was compiled while
Pleat at Murray at Lozgerbesde.
lad. as set forth in one of the eight ber of student, will be promoted from Paducah eas a cit pat,
the third class
Remember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
indictments recently sustained by the grammar grades to the High and now that she has:
advanced to the
There is a war on hand in Mnrray Judge Landis in
is a pure sour-mash whisl..ey. not a sweet mash, nor a continuthe United Statea school department as a result of the second class many of the third
clam
between the city council and the own- district court, was
ous run of the still.
set today by the semi-annual examinations that are . rules conflict with the second
class
ers of electric light plant for a con• judge for March
Across the -Brook" and over the -Hill." at "The Home of
4, Kw. after John S. now on.
' charter auil revision ta thi- end mill
tract for the year too;
the Willow Springs," in 'Early Times in :eon "Jack and
Miller. attorney for the oil
The attempt of the Afternoon Sun have to be made.
The city paid the plant ll000 last had entered formal
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
plea of
Don Gilberto at No. ii6 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
inideight. but the in bohalf of his client to the
year *4bts
plant itaillionnote this year and tbe crows of the indictment.
AIMED AT COTTON FUTURES.
SHIPP CONTEMPT CASE.
(lie in, so the comer counqil
TLE indictment ,,,ntallis'a total of
rein
alayfield N1,•soeng.
Leak) counts. and Attorney Miller at- Would Prevent Information Regard- Defendants Ordered to
Apoear and
ing Deals Being Sent Over Wires.
tempted to have quashed all but the
Enter Into Recognizance.
HUNTS WIFE HALF CENTURY. ;urt count of ersch,of the
eight indictCome go with me to the Willow Springs,
ment) :lemma Abe CPppaji,, On*
Washington, Jan. St.—Senator CulVt.ili'n'gton. Jan. 22.—In the con
lcEccentric Bachelor at Hamilton. 0.. during from $41k000,ocih to
Have you ever yet been there?
$ao,00s the heroin has introduced a bill prohibitof Sheriff Shipp and othFinally Finds Spouse.
Take a &Mi, and you are sure to think
iroSsiblc. nraximum line against his ing the sending of any information ers charged with tomplicity
in tls
You own the arth &Ild air.
client upon cons iction. Ili. motion to regarding deals in cotton futures eith- • lynching id the negro
Ed Johnson .1.
I lrdaida,
, Jiii u --Alter ad- have . these couira
quashed was er over interstate telegraph line. or I Cbattanooga. Tenn, the euprene,
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
%%roiling ia in for a wife for lifty• promptly overruled
by Judge Landis. through :he mails.
court of the United States Nfonda.
He will dip, and talk, and tell—
twoNeat. Walilhat Palm. an veeen- and Attorney
Miller then declined to
, entered an order directing each e.
Earth's flowers may blast and the green grass die,
tdoctor of 75. today married enter any plea
Commits Suicide.
npon the counts in
the Orenty-eight defendants to appear
But what care you—"All's well."
sty Maribor's. aged 4X, of Kan- ejuestion.
:Hot Spring,. Ark . Jan. 1.1.--Nire. before the district court
for the east
sas City. Mn. The brute is a cousin
lie was ordered to p/ead instanter Nancy Hill, wife of the former poet- ern district of
The Willows spring, and she springs speak back,
Tennessee and ente•
of general Robert E. lore. The ac- to the
supplementary counts in the mister. Andrew J. Hill. committed foto a personal recognizan
And the good old world jogs on—
ce for hi
msainsance nab 'Male through a mat cat-e set kw
trial March 4. and when eatieide here yesterday by tying a tow. personal appearance. The testhe
But what care those who have felt its thrill
adse.tisement
he failed to do so the court ordered el saturated with chloroform over her
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
In the caste will he taken by a
the clerk to enter a plea of not guilty. face. Deeixondency over the death of ntiesionir,
DISINHERITED BECAUSE HE
A song may die.
In connection with his plea to quash her husband, which occurred three
WORE THE GRAY.
And the world forget both you and other things,
Attorney Miller. contended that the month; ago, is the alleged cause of
Body Hurled Through Wires.
- -Unless you see and feel the flow
Llkine law did not provide for an of- the art.
Terre Haute. NIL Jan. 22.—Era,..
George Burgess. Who Forsook Fam- fense upon
Of good old Willow Springs,
each shipment of oil made
ments if a human form were fonis
fly to Fight for "Lost Cause."
csider the alleged unlawful concession.
Fcrest
Reserve Order.
Then take us back to Willow Springs.
in a pond at Sanford today. Th•
loosisviRe . Ky. Jail In--Co-ow Wiling that
the arrangement for the - Wa,hington. Jan. ea.—Colonel RobDown by a shady dellbody was entangled in a coil of wir,
Iturepase. aged sixty-five ear.. died at concession
questioned and the accept- ert 1.. Owen yesterday presented to and
Let us think and drink end roll on the grass—
was frozen in the mud. It is be
the Confederate home at Pewee Val- ance of it
constituted the violation. the president a memorial from the
For the good old springs wqn't tell.
lieved this body being blown throug!
ley hhortly after t o'clock this after- no matter how man'
shipments v.-ere Oklahoma consthutional .convention the telegraph
line; cut off the servie•
noon after a long illness of heart dis- made upon the concession
.
urgin gibe president to cancel the for- and tied tin all coromunicaaion
ease and dropsy The body will be
est reserve order of Secretary HitchBlown in the bottle
It was learned today that Mc.
beit-W in the graveyard at the home. DUST ANTI SPUTUM
cock and to remove certain restric- MaryEarhart of Terre
the Civil war began Burgesi
Haute.
who
SPREAD DISEASE tions as to forest reservations.
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
was reported dead, was dangeronals
g who was a native of New York state.
injured and is in a Sanford home. Tic
left his home. and, Aiming to this' Scientists Discuss
Tuberculosis and TO DISCONTINUE BOYCOTT.
body which was supposed to be tha'
CC At the Home of
*tate, enlisted in Company K. Eighth
Point Methods of Conquering It.
of Miss Earliart has no: peen ident.
Keene:ky; are during the war he wore
St Louis, Jan. 2i.—Dr
0.
Agree to Exchange Traffic With In- fled.
the gray. For this act he was cut off Brown, assistant
professor of pharmaterurban Lines.
by the members of his family and his cology at Washingto
n univesity, last
\Notion. III., Jan. 22 —The stean
mother, who was a ncalthy woman, night at a lecture
before the Academy railroad; in the territory of the Central
disinherited him.
A Science. No. 3R17 Olive street, de- Passenger
association have decided
After !he war Burgese made his chafed (hat the
dust thrown. toe by to discontinue their boycott again'
home in the South, and a few years street Cars,
automobiles and the wiud their electric competitors. As
a reago. brinihn
Alielillbe entered the _contains millions of
consumptive sult of a conference with h. G. EdConfederate home to spend the re- germs,
which are breathed, and ayhieh wards, vice president of
the Consolimaitidcr of his days. '
fasten themselves only upon -iitoie dated Electric
Prevents and cures chapped rough
railways of Indiana and
with weak vitalities.
Ohio.
haying
about 1.100 miles of skin. Makes the skin
House Concur&
soft, smooth
Dr. Charles D. Stevens, one _pft the track, the
passenger officials of the
Washington, Jan. 22.—The senate.
speakers On the subject of tubercu- steam
railroads have decided to abro- end white. Removes all blemish.,
yesterday,conourred in the bolter reset losis..
said that consumption is not gate their agreement
not to interlotion reappointing Judge George
roused by the cold winds.
hereditary. except in the sense that a change with
brought her around and the two fain'
JEWEL RESCUES 20 PEOPLE.
electric lines.
s Gray l Delaware as a member of the weak
vitality is inherited from a
lies,
registering a total of twenty pe,
t
t
t
,
The
electric
lines had agreed to noboard of regents of the Smithsonian eular parents,
and that an'
On Trip Up From Henderson, Ky., pie, were loaded on board.
.the interstate commerce commisinst nation. of the system is a preventtee of conAt one of the farms a drove o.
Steamer Discovered Two Families.
sion of the boycott declared against
a
sumption. even where there is a pre- them by
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 22.—The twenty-seven valuable mules wer.
Delightful
the
to
steam
after
use
roads
shaving.
and
ask that
..Wort on Warships.
disposing -cause.
steamer Jewel en route to this, city miartered and the water was gradbody to enforce that section of the
Washington, Jan. 2X-1n conseBesides the members of the associa- act
Henderson, Ky., yesterday aft- ually creeping up nn them, threaten
front
to
regulate
commerce which requence of protests received at the tion, interested
persons were present. quires all carriers to interchang
ernoon discovered two families living in to drown the entire drove.- The
e trafnavy department from organized la- Chairman
C. NI. Woodward presided.. go, The prompt
in the bottoms whose tomes were mules were taken on board alsotane
ilange of front by
bor, the secretary has telegraphed the
For sale only at
Sunshine
partly under water and the occupants brought to this city, where they ivil
Factor...
the
steam
roads
rendered`
has
it
uncomthandant of the Reston. New York
Dr. W. J. Miller was another of the
destitute circumstances. At both receive temporary shelter.
in
ecessary for the electric lines to aparid Norfolk navy yards to stiepend all epeaker,.
He advocated walling on peal to the commissio
homes there was a 4earth of both
the
John Lesther, a slfanty--boat. man,
n or the courts
extra work on warships.
the sunny side of the street and deep
fuel and provisions and the families Heine in an old houseboat at the font
breathing as preventives and cures of ADVERTI
had no means of getting ashore.
of-Diamond island, a few miles below
SE IN THE REGISTER
aortae Enlarge; Man is Dead.
the disease. ,
As the Jewel was passing she was this city, was drowned in the terrible
AND GET RESULTS.
STORE
DRUG
New l'ork, Jan. 22.—After stiffer.
Dr. Rrown's address was a lengthy
hailed and asked for help. The fillet Lii‘r-if-rne Saturday night. •
four keflrA in Bellevue hospital
one. Ile said that the spread of tul'tirote one of the strangest diseases
berculosis will be checked and the
known to the medical profession.
disease eventually stamped out if the
Ferdinand Schuckman, 33 years old,
died- 4riona'sacromebaly., The symp- eptitum is properly controlled and the
tom's of the affliction are the enlarge- rules of common sense adhered to Anit tirrerif the belies, especially those to hygiene and proper living, diet and
of the hands, face and feet. ,An au- exercise when directed. He advocattopey was performed on the body and -cd enforced rest and perfect stentla“IFet K/NG OFIKEttlENT"
the cake _Itai said hy thc,phyviCiaus to tion at all time-, but not uecZeisarify
etd ffm hnn ret%rd itti the hospital change of climate, as a mean: of
if not the first in the city. .
His- special suggestion for control
TW,'t4e bosr "pf ever re-- ,of the sputum was the carrying on the
-tainting tiqf sinner 'who has been person of smalf metal cups to avoid
spitting in pub* platen. ://itall
successful at it. i
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot issued
wis order extending for ten days the
present sitting of the board of county supervisors which is now in st%1600 going over the county assessor's
books that show the valuations placed
on property in the city and county,
- for county and state tax purpose,

•

Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of the
Williow Springs." where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are you?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock." One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he soya he will, and for this month, and this month only,
he
will give to his patrons, friends and enemies, a chance to
procure the Celebrated

Willow Springs

Prices
For This
Month Only
$3.60

$9.60

$3.60

$3.60

$5.00

$5.00

$9.60

$9.60

PURE APPLEIBRANDY

$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$9.60

$9.60

$9.60

•••••.•MMINIII

-WILLOW SPRINGS

tri:s

le

Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream

"THE WILLOW
SPRINGS"
No._116 S. Fourth Street, Paducah, K
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BACON'S

*

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for W:Iitehall and Agertite Cement

H. M. CUNNINGHAM

r

Phones. Old 960, New 245

:-:

Thirteenth and Adams Street

,

.5

ririorrsmoomwt:

-...oweassoarewswai

Matta,Efingera Co
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET;

postage Stamps Dave Been in
Use Sixty years

Caron Directory Company

' t A.•

t

Of Louisville, Kentucky

PADUCAH. KY

Washington. 1). C., Jan. 22.--The creasing army of collectors is makobservance of the birthday anniver- ing heavy inroads into the existing
sary of Benjamin Franklin, Thursday, supply of garrets and trunks. The
January 17, also marked the sixtieth highest priced stamp of a regular
anniversary of the use of United United States issue is the 30 cent
stamp of the 1869 issue with the flag,
States postage stamps.
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of PlIdlitik W4
error in printing—valinverted—an
this
In
to
uote.
interesting
It is
placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the mom
have
conneetion, that Benjamin Frankiin ued at .1-600. Some of the stamps is- log Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is invited to ma
has been accorded unusual recognition sued by postmasters prior to 1847. when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
Accident, Life,;Liability, Steam Boilerat the bands of the postal authorities are worth thousands of dollars each
in the use of his portrait on our postagent
staps. His face adorned 'the HAS SQUARED THE CIRCLE
--- first adhesive stamp ever issued by
Ohio
Mathematician
Claims to Have
of
stamp
government—on
the
this
Solved
the
Great
Problem.
724
has
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
Residence Phone
smallest denomination—and it
OF THE UNITED
'Office Phone 369.
isregular
a
on
dirplaced
STATES.
never been
Columbus. 0., Jan. 22. —Fir In in his
sue :o this day. While it is true that
belief
that he has solved the matheWashington
the portrait of George
List of Directories on File
matical problem of the ages—the
isrcoular
on
every
appeared
also
has
INSURE WITH
squaring of the circle—but stung by
sue, it has not always been upon the
ALLEONIENY crrir. PA.
MANITOU, COLO.
the taunts of mathematical authori- ATI
George"
"Uncle
denominatioo:
A.NTA, OA.
same
MEMPHIS, MIX
ties who saw in him an untutored BALTIMORE,
has been shined several times for one
MD.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
claimant
honor
unavailingly
for
an
BOSTON, MASS
reason Or another.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINK
sought for hundreds of years. J. H. BRIDGEPORT. CO NW.
The first regular issue of United
NASHVILLE,
TEN14.
Evans
sank into the background about BRONX, N. Y.
., States stamps appeared in 1847 and
NAUGATUCK, CONTI.
years
almost
two
ago
after
creating
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
consisted of but two denominations.
NEWARK. N. J.
world-wide discussion by the exN. T.
NEW ALBANY. IND.
the 5 cant. likeness of Franklin, and
11Xl,
potmding of his theory of the solution
ANOOGA, TENN.
NEW NAVIN. CONN.
Pbones:Office 385—Residence 169* to cents, portrait of Washington. of
Office 306 Broadway
the problem. Mr. Evans. who is CINCINNATI, 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Used copies of the 5 cent are worth a natural mathematician,
worked on CHWAGO, ILL.
NEWPORT, KY.
73 cents each: utitt.ed copies sell for the proposition schen not engaged
in
NEW YORK CITY.
$7.30. The to cent stamp is 'Worth. his occupation as a carpenter. His CLIEVNLAND, 0.
COLITMBUIL 0.
NORWICH. CONN.
used, $5, and in unused condition .ells solution was along
practical lines and
*ADO CITY,COLO.
PADUCAH, KY.
for $35. Owing to a shortage of the he reilized Iv. weakness in theory
occasion.
SPRINGS, COLO.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
5 cent value upon several
The mathematical authorities claimed*
°TON, KY.
RICHMOND. IND.
to cent statup were cut tn hali and to have found an error in Mr. Evans'
(Incur porated.)
'
DAYTON. O.
RICHMOND. VA.
each half %%Ned ;Li a 5 cent stamp. figuring, hence his dropping into
thn DIDIVER. COLO.
SALT LARK CITY, MIA
Copies of Oleo: bisected stamps. on
background.
DBTROIT. MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
the original letters, sell for $4o each
But
Mr.
Evans
had
too
given
up
DIMITHICT
OF
COLUMBIA.
ST.
PAUL, MINN.
and ire extremely rare.
the iigho lieretaoliezegduiphishimwnesealkinefisns DULUTH. MINN.
ST. LOUTS, MO.
are
stamps
these
Counterfeits
of
determined
SUPEMOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT. MACHIN.
FILIRFIRLD, CONN.
SOUTHPORT. CONK
also in exittence and the only oay
.
the
SPRINGF/ELD. 0.
'11Cillf AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
the real may be known from the spit- De demonstration of his solution. ad INDIANAPOLIS. INI).
quietly began a two years' cour.t. JEFFERSONVILLE. 0/D.
STRATFORD. COMM.
d
rious is by noting tla• expression s•f
in mathematics. in spite of the lact KANSAS CITY, RAIL
SUPERIOR CITY. MINX
Washington'a eyes cm OW to cent.
minor SECOND AND MON ROE. BOTH PHONES.
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People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other perfume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store perfumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.

J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY

WE USE

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

V

•

t, H.T.Rivers,M. D.

•

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

i

•

•

FLOURNOY & REED

Y
First
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either ttiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky.
Satisfy yourself
by
sending us your laundit.

Star Laundry
'Phone

200.

NOTICE
Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Hant
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everythwilnO-230 COUTI Street: URI Phone
trOA.

Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNECTION.

NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS fHE PLACE

PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoR PORA TED
3o6 Biway. Day and Night
Free Catalogue
School

CALBEN W. BARKLEY!

Excursion
St. Louis ant) Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest

and

bee

excursion oat of Padecah.

LAWYERS

i4 4

•

11)
eJ a

For the Round Trip to,
s8inn
UU Tennessee river & retur7

It is a trip of pleasure, condom
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave cub
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas
Frank V.
Koger, superintendent;
Brown, agent.

„O.D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
Ator Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red.
PADUCAH.

KENTUCKli

A. S DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trnehart Buildiog
TEL. 517 R
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BALL BONE PET-RIMES
BY ENGINEERS EHROUGH FLESH
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MISS LYDON ENTEOTAINS
CARPE DIEM CLUB

,+ 7 4. • 1E:
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ROBERT SIMPSON PAINFULLY
INJURED IN THE COUNTY
YESTERDAY.

A. T. Felts Fell Headlong From a
Train After Assisting Sister
Aboard-Other Accidents.

;)

I

)
•

WE PLACE ON SALE TODAY 4LL OF OUR ODD
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
WHERE WE HAVE ONLY
ONE OR TWO OF A KIND

Odd
Odd
OVERCOAT
Suit
Sale
Sale
50 Cents on the Dollar
AT

0
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I M'PHERSON'SI
DRUG STORE

While we haven't every size in every lot, yet we
have enough kinds in every size to please any man
or young man. Come in and pick out one according ro the sollowing scale of prices:

FOURTH & BROADWAY'

Oa

Overcoats and Snits 1aift4*re
Overcoats and Suits 04were
Overcoats and Snits that were
Overcoats and Snits that were
Overcoats and Suits that wore
Overcoats and Stilts that were

Southi

$ 7.50
$10.00
$12.50
$15.00
$18.50
$20.00
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